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Scientific poster
• A standard way of communicating science at a conference to peers. An 

alternative to an oral talk.

• A ”typical” mid-sized/large conference, e.g.: 5 plenary talks (all 
conference attendants see these), 50 talks in parallel sessions (split into 
2-5 simultaneous parallel sessions based on topics), 200 posters.

• A poster presentation is a combination of: 1. the poster itself and 2. the 
researcher being present at the poster at specified time to introduce the 
poster and discuss its content. The presentation sometimes includes a 
short, 1 or 2 minutes, prepared talk given to the entire conference. 

• The poster has to work both 1. supporting your presentation but also 2. 
as a standalone. 



Poster hall from µTAS2018, the main microfluidics conference, in Kaohsiung, Taiwan



Poster project

The poster project is worth 30 points.

The project is done in pairs (or individually)

The grading is based on a grading rubric with 6 different categories. 2
categories relating to research done for poster, 2 for the graphical design
and 2 for the presentation at the poster.

Only the final version of the poster is graded.

For posters done as pairs, the points for presentation are individual, both
for the poster itself both get the same points.

There will be a mandatory short chat with the teachers about the poster
midway of the project 14.3 between 11-12.

7.4 is the poster session. It will be done in Zoom. We divide the 2h session
equally for all posters. Each poster is first presented and then discussed.



Poster evaluation practice:
Today, we look at several example posters and practice using the graphical
part of the rubric, and you can see how your assessments compare to the
teachers.

Since evaluating posters is partly subjective, you will get to know the
preferences of the teachers who do the grading.

You can practice along. You can find the rubric in MyCourses and you will
be given some time to evaluate the poster before the teachers start their
discussion.



Top 2 criteria: (12 total)
Research, we cant grade them today.

Middle 2: (10 total)
Graphical layout
Mark them like that, using the letter
assigned for the poster, all 7 posters into 
the same rubric. 

Bottom 2: (8 total)
Presentation, capability to discuss the topic,
How well poster works with
presentation/discussion.
We cant grade these today.

Use the rubric given to grade the 7 posters.
30s per poster.

0 1 2 3 4 5

Content

4 points

There are at least 2 papers

included that fit the poster topic.

The papers that are chosen are

well chosen and their

combination gives a good

overview of the topic.

The poster is the students own 

original fusion of the chosen 

papers that gives an excellent 

and interesting overview of the 

topic.

Depth

8 points

The poster is very superficial, no

significant results are presented

and the matter is poorly

connected to the topics learned

on course.

There are some clear errors.

The poster goes to some depth

on the topic OR nicely utilizes the

principles learned on the course.

There are clear results on the

poster.

No or only minor errors.

The topic is handled in a level

suitable for masters students

and utilizes the principles

learned on the course. The

poster presents several well

chosen results.

No or only minor errors.

Structure

5 points

The structure of the poster is

confusing and makes the content

more difficult to understand.

A quick glance of the poster does

not illuminate the topic beyond

reading the title.

Structure of the poster is by-the-

book, one topic follows another.

It does not confuse the visitor

but neither does the structure

offer assistance in understanding

the topic.

A quick glance on the poster

gives an understanding of the

topic

The structure of the poster

guides the visitor to understand

the concepts, results and their

relations to each other.

A quick glance on the poster

gives the visitor an

understanding of the poster

topic and an overview of the

content.

Effort

5 points

The poster looks like it was done

with minimum effort and looks

unfinished and unappealing.

The poster shows that decent

effort has went into the poster

and as a result the poster looks

good.

The student has clearly put in 

great effort and polish to make 

the poster look appealing and 

professional.

Presentation

4 point

The intro presentation is either

too casual and brief or too

unfocused and long.

The poster works poorly with the

presentation, pictures are e.g.

too small, key information is in

wrong place (e.g. bottom

corner).

The intro presentation is of

suitable length (on this course, 1

minute) and gives a good starting

point for discussion.

The poster works decently with

the presentation. Some topics

could have been placed more

centrally.

The presentation is of suitable

length, easy to follow and

informative on the topic and

content of the poster.

The poster works seamlessly

with the presentation.

Capability to

discuss the topic

4 points

The student can only discuss the

topic by answering basic

questions.

The student can very nicely

answer most questions about

the topic at hand, but can only

give rudimentary own thoughts

about the topic.

The student can discuss the topic

with the visitors at a level of a

nice scientific conversation,

which includes the students own

thoughts as well.
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What did the teachers (VJ, SF) think? 

(Note, we graded independently (in 2019 so we might not remember exactly), but we 
had discussed the posters before when selecting from a bigger list)

Overall, I would say that we were largely in agreement on which posters were good and 
which slightly less so. My (VJ) average score was much higher.

There is a bigger discrepancy in the posters that stray the furthers from the norm (B, C, 
E) since the rubric becomes difficult to use. However, in these cases we are still in full 
agreement about the overall quality of the poster, just disagree exactly where in the 
rubric this is reflected. 



A
VJ
Structure: 4
Effort: 4

SF
Structure: 3
Effort: 2

-Good poster
-Some ”floating” 
elements



B
VJ
Structure: 2
Effort: 4

SF
Structure: 1
Effort: 1

-Extreme text 
overdose
-Opinions on amount 
of text differ, but this 
is too much



C
VJ
Structure: 4
Effort: 2

SF
Structure: 3
Effort: 1

-Poster seriously lacks 
data. 
-This poster is almost 
”all structure, no 
content”



D
VJ
Structure: 2
Effort: 5

SF
Structure: 1
Effort: 3

-Suffers from data 
overload!
-Could be great if
>50% of content was
cut.



E
VJ
Structure: 1
Effort: 3

SF
Structure: 1
Effort: 2

-This poster almost 
completely lacks 
structure.
-It is the opposite 
problem to poster C



F
VJ
Structure: 4
Effort: 5

SF
Structure: 4
Effort: 4

- Our consensus for 
the best poster.

- Good balance of 
data, images, text.

- Clear structure, 
with simple but 
appealing colour 
theme.



G
VJ
Structure: 3
Effort: 1

SF
Structure: 2
Effort: 1

- There is data, there 
are images, and 
there is some text.

- But it looks very 
unfinished.



Comments about posters, Joksa
A: Clean poster, minimal but effective use of colour, nanoparticles and nanorods, same information is 
given on both, easy to compare. One problem is that the bottom table lacks legend completely.

B: Good use of colour and the effort put in shows but this poster suffers from a terminal case of text 
overload, which makes the structure as a poster also difficult. Aims section helps to understand what 
the poster is about but after that there is just a lot of text.

C: The poster looks ok and is east to digest…but it is seriously lacking in content. Note that C scores 
quite OK in the visual clarity aspects, but it would get bad scores in the other parts of the matrix, 
especially content and depth.

D: This poster has too much content. For the amount of content, it is very well made. But the sheer 
amount of content makes it very difficult to understand what all is on the poster and how everything on 
it ties together

E: This poster lacks structure almost completely. What is where? Impossible to tell. It also has too many 
images for one poster.

F: This is a great poster. It has clear motivation explained in the oil-soaked bird, and then clearly titled 
sections where I can find what I want. I also subjectively like the colour choices (red and cyan as theme 
colours, matching to the bird and water?). The pictures and the text in them is of good size.

G: It looks a bit unfinished. On a good side, there is an OK number of results, but they do not seem to 
tell a clear story. This poster lacks text, it only has figures and captions, which might work but usually a 
bit of text is better than no text.



Topics:

1. Inertial microfluidics for circulating tumor cell screening 
2. Acoustofluidics for circulating tumor cell screening 
3. Droplet microfluidics for single cell RNA sequencing 
4. Digital microfluidic immunoassays
5. Paper microfluidics: sensing opportunities beyond colorimetric detection
6. CD microfluidics based diagnostics: what are the advantages?
7. Liver-on-chip
8. Gut-on-chip
9. Human-on-chip: integrated organs on chip
10. Microchip capillary electrophoresis for environmental analysis
11. Multicellular organism on a chip (choose e.g. C.Elegans, zebrafish).

The poster and pair is selected in a Wiki in MyCourses. 

We can now attempt to deal out as many topics as possible.

If you do not settle on a topic day, we try to do it through MyCourses before next weeks 
session.


